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Alpha Kappa Psi - The Life of Jetsetters Fashion Show
ORLANDO, Fla. (March 8th, 2017)— At 8:00 p.m. tomorrow UCF’s Nu Chi chapter of Alpha
Kappa Psi Fraternity will host its 5th annual Fashion Show in the Pegasus Ballroom on the main
campus.
The fashion show is one of the main events hosted by Alpha Kappa Psi. The theme for this
year’s fashion show features a youthful cosmopolitan, traveler’s outlook on fashion. It features
Orlando’s own local couture from designers such as Men’s Closet, New Legends Clothing, and
Mizizi clothes. The lives of these jetsetters fly from Los Angeles, California to Paris, France.
“The fashion show educates people culturally. Everyone has their own fashion sense, and it gives
people a glimpse of different places in the world and how they dress. For example, in Rio it’s a
bit hotter so you dress less. In the city of love, Paris, I believe everyone there dresses fancy. As
we are modeling these different attires fit to their different countries, I envision a story behind
each set of clothes,” said one of the models, Brother Albert Donte Lewis.
As one of the fraternity’s popular showcases, it is also a fundraiser. It is $4 for preferred seating,
however it is free to attend. The event manager of it all, Brother Johnny Marshall, is an alumni of
Alpha Kappa Psi and the University of Central Florida. He held casting calls across Orlando and
the UCF area to find models. An array of students, locals, fraternity brothers and pledges are
featured in this year’s show.
“I expect people to leave the show not only educated but inspired from what they see to expand
their own fashion sense and style of that in comparison to the rest of the world.”
There are more stops on the flight for these jetsetters. Get your preferred seating tickets for $4
and enjoy the ride.

